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Engine Talk
by Pat Fahey

Saturday Work Crew
Is the club
becoming too dependent on the Wednesday retiree work crew?
My answer to this is
YES! Because there is no one from the club doing any work at
the club site on Saturdays. Last month in April of 2011, I saw
one new member with his kids gladly cleaning the area along
Mary Dimond’s Rest Area. Where were the other people that
are members?
The club cannot go on this way by only having the
Wednesday work crew doing all the work that has to be done
at the track. What happens if the Wednesday work crew cannot show up? How will the work get done? Who is going to do
it ? Oh I know that answer, people will wait and let some else
with pick up the slack.
I do know that there are a lot of club members that
work for the club in the background. And there are some
members that wear a lot of different hats in the club and take
on club projects.
BUT WHERE ARE THE REST OF YOU?
I understand that many of the members do have other
interest’s besides the club, and cannot make it down to the
track all the time. The only time that I see different people
come out of the woodwork to do work at the track is just before
the Annual Meet. Again this is all well and fine, but when
things start to break down, before the annual meet, or something is not cleaned up…. Don’t Put Blame On The Wednesday
Crew because they cannot do everything. You are a dues paying club member and you can be a volunteer, the same as me.
No, you do not have to do any work IF you do not want to. But,
when things start to go wrong, because the Wednesday work
crew could not get to it, Don’t Blame Them.
The Saturday Work Crew should be picking up the
slack. There was a list of things that have to be done inside
the Hilton. Also if you need more information try calling or
emailing Marc Arsenault or Don Cornell. Dick Ball is here
every Saturday morning with a list of work that needs to be
done. If the club does not start getting back to a Saturday
work crew during the running season, it just adds more work
just before the meets.
Back at the old track on Norfolk Street, Pres. George
Hildreth had the same problem with no work getting done. He
would fix the problem, by saying at one of the meetings- he
would put up rail so you could not run your engines unless he
started to see more help at the track for Saturday work.
No, I doubt very much if it would come to that at our
new location, but this is how I am going to end this. If you can
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find time to come down, either to run your engine, or just to
visit, hopefully you can find the same time to do some work on
Saturday before a meet.
Again Wednesday work crew, Can Not Do It All!
A Saturday work crew has to pick up the Slack!

Club Meeting Highlights
July Meeting
Pres. Jim reports that Ruth Hansen, wife of Life
Member Bud Hansen has passed away. Chuck Abraham continues his recovery at a rehab facility. Bill Gagne is now at
home recovering from a stroke. Our Secretary and Treasurer's
report were read and accepted. Superintendent Marc reports
that much work continues at the facility despite some really hot
days. The tent on top of the maintenance concrete pad is
complete and gutters are being added to direct water away
from working areas. An exhaust fan has been added to the
compressor shed and the process of adding identifying numbers in the steaming bay, sidings and switches is in progress.
Repair work continues in the yard area with track sections
being replaced on the station bypass line. The gasoline powered portable compressor was delivered and Don C. led the
effort to get it running. It appears this was a very good find.
Jim McGrath picked up and delivered folding chairs donated
from the Holliston Historic society.
The Van Brocklin meet was a reasonable success
with good donations and a fair turnout. It was remarked that
meets at other clubs are also having moderate attendance.
The anticipated participation from the Pan Mass bike-a-thon
did not occur due to not enough volunteer help within their
group. The kids birthday party (a non WLS event) was successful and the 6 y.o. twins had a lot of fun. Dick Boucher
reports that past Pres. Chuck Abraham will donate his collection of bound volumes of Model Railroader and various RR
books to the club. The club accepted this donation and Dick
will arrange for transport. Bob Newcombe is working on a
switch mechanism (a Russ Page switch), one of many to be
added to the tracks. The Antique Car Meet is coming up and
VP Joe gave a brief presentation on the BTO visit and requested volunteers for the “be an engineer” ride. Howard Gorin
brought in a deli meat slicer for the club to use. This came
from Larry Faye of Pennsylvania. Our installment of nametags
are here for members. Pres. Jim reports that approx. 2400
soda cans were turned into a bulk redemption center and we
got $96.00. Al Hubbard is selling some 3.5” gauge highline
engines. There is a Mikado, Pacific, American and an Atlantic.
See Pres. Jim, they are priced to sell and not expected to be
around too long.
Pres. Jim is taking reservations for the upcoming
Annual Dinner and also requests ideas for a speaker for the
event. Bob Foster's work schedule may not allow him to
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from the Editor....

Joe H. Ng

So you are new to live steam and very eager to run
an engine. Maybe you and your sponsor should tell us about
yourself before you walk up to someone running their engine
and say “teach me to run your engine”. Proper introductions
are very important. Have you been coming to meetings, workdays and making an effort to gain knowledge about the hobby?
Or do you just want to ride around and choochoo? How can
you communicate genuine commitment to the experienced live
steamer that you are asking to teach you? There is an enormous amount of information to cover and a tremendous
amount of responsibility that the live steam builder/engineer
has to shoulder to take you under the wing. Is this just a passing whim and once you had your chance at the throttle, you'll
forget all that is taught? Look at all the successful live steamers that worked there way up from their first engine build to the
next, or trading up from one engine to something larger. The
greatest common denominator they share is a commitment of
time to the hobby. Some interested people may not get on an
engine for years, but they continue coming to events, meeting
people and picking up tidbits of knowledge all the time.
So, you want me to invest lots of hours of my time to
teach you live steam operation on an engine that took 2,000 or
more of my man hours to build. Not to mention the costs for
materials & castings and a zillion other incidental expenses. A
good guess the answer with most live steamers is probably
yes, but….. Show some commitment, what you’ve got and why
one should take you on. What I look for is: do you actively participate, do you come to the meetings and vote? How about
work days? Other than live steam trains, do you share the
same visions to accomplish goals that will be for the good of
our live steam club? Just remember, no one gives anything
away and you certainly do not get something for nothing.
It may be possible that one engineer builder would
offer a beginner the chance at the throttle of his newly built
locomotive. This may not be the case with another engineer/
builder. It is up to the individual live steamer to make the offer.
Just wait, observe, learn, become friends and gain the trust of
the engineer/builder and show worthiness. Or…. have the
money, up to $20K ready and buy an engine that runs and get
the seller to give you lessons on engine operation. Better still,
make the seller become your sponsor or mentor. Money
usually has a way of making things happen in the shortest
amount of time.
Do you want to be an active participant in the organization and play a POSITIVE role? Do you come to meetings
and participate and most importantly, VOTE? Do you read the
Journal and write in to the Officers and Editor to support any of
the views and directions of the discussion/editorials? Do you
come to workdays and help at the club events? Most importantly, do you serve on, or head a committee? If you are doing
the above, I'll bet you'll be running an engine soon, I'll see to
it. You get back what you put in. And in a closing, may I ask:
What have you done for Waushakum recently?
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continue making coffee and bringing donuts for the meeting.
We are seeking a new volunteer for this duty.
VP Joe gave a brief presentation on the yearly cost of
producing the Journal. The costs will continue to rise for future
production. VP Joe just wanted the membership to be aware
of the yearly cost since he has been editor and publisher for
exactly 5 years. Members would like to continue seeing the
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format and content unchanged if possible. We will make every
effort to get the Journal to members by email. There was a
tabled motion to add a charge on the dues renewal coupon for
members that want a hard copy in the mail. The reason for
tabling the motion was to determine the dollar amount charged
to members that still want a mailed Journal. The Editor feels
that the Journal is one of the best forms of club communications for members that cannot regularly come to the facility.
Russ Page tells us that 2 gas powered Joy Town
locomotives and some riding cars are available for sale. The
equipment is currently in Florida and needs some work. The
seller hopes to keep it in the hands of a RR group that can
best use it, like WLS who happens to own the Joy Town
Hudson donated by the Charlton RR.
Sec. Ian showed an embroidered denim shirt and
women's tennis shirt. Ian's wife Michelle made these and can
make more for the club to sell. They were well received by the
members and we'll try to have some at the Antique Car Meet
for sale.
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August Meeting
Dick Boucher reports that Chuck Abraham is now
resting at home after a lengthy stay in rehab. It is hoped that
he will attend the WLS Annual Dinner and perhaps one day of
the Annual Meet. Bill Gagne made a quick recovery from his
stroke and has been at the track running quite a few times.
Superintendent Marc reports that the big work effort
was getting ready for the BTO/Car meet last month. His big
challenge is getting ready for the Annual Meet coming in 2
weeks. There are about 6 workdays till the big meet and there
is so much yard work, painting and general cleaning to do.
Members are urged to come see Dick Ball or Marc Arsenault.
A new tarp has been installed in the cook tent and the new
gutter installation at the container pad is completed. Toilet
trailer pad locks have been changed to allow the pumping
company access. The handicap access toilet is always left
unlocked. Security camera RF links have been replaced with
hard wire connections. Steaming bay numbering is complete.
Marc noted that his monthly report just covers the grounds and
buildings at the track and that there is a lot more going on with
extensive track work and maintenance on club equipment.
Examples are work being done on the club slug by Art
Downer, Dave Remington and Jim McGrath. Jay Berry has
completed repairs on the club's groundline Allen Ten Wheeler
and we hope to see it in operation at the track very soon.
Arthur Butler put in a few work sessions in clearing debris from
the driveway area. There was no track maintenance report
because Bob Newcombe is on vacation. But, before he left,
he did install a new electric switch (Russ Page design and
assembled by Ken Gates) for the Passenger siding. While we
are on the subject of maintenance, Dick Boucher noted that
there is a steep down grade on tracks coming into the turn
table and a chain should be installed to lay across the tracks
to prevent engines from rolling. So, how do we know this? It
seems Dick's electric engine rolled into the turntable pit while
he was waiting for the turntable.
Pres. Jim reported that the BTO/Car meet was a
successful event. The BTO group gave WLS a very generous
donation for hosting the event. Mass Cruisers, the 1950's era
car club had so much fun at the meet, that they want to come
back next year with even a bigger display of cars and members. New name badges are ready for pickup at the desk and
3 out of 4 of Al Hubbard's highline engines have been sold.
The last one is a Pennsylvania RR Pacific. If this does not sell
soon, it will be offered at the Annual Meet for 4500.00. While
we are on the subject of engine sales, Jim Abrams reports that
Chris Colby's massive groundline Mountain is also for sale for
$56,000.00. Jim Gordon's Van Brocklin #17 along with riding
cars is for sale for $5,000. Contact the sellers for more
information.
Annual Dinner reservations are still being taken, see
Mr. President. Newsletter costs and distribution will be finalized after the Annual Meet. Findings are planned be in the
October Journal.
New business focused on track safety due to a
rollover incident during the BTO/Car meet. A very large
Plumcove Studios engine rolled over on the groundline at the
bypass track as it entered the switch back onto the mainline at
Newcombe junction. Luckily there were no injuries.
Equipment owner's need to take greater responsibilities while
others are running their equipment. Speed and operator inexperience and track conditions may have been contributing factors. Needless to say, greater common sense needs to be
observed and rules for operation need to be established and
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reinforced. As it stands, equipment owners must accompany
new people when the new people are operating the equipment. There will be further discussion on this.
Outside food vendors may not operate on WLS property during our events. Insurance and other legalities prevent
this. It was requested by Superintendent Marc to make an
inquiry to our insurance carrier about what is involved in having an icecream truck during our meets. Somehow, this may
not be as simple as it looks.
Russ Page presented Joy Town riding cars that is
being sold as a package from a seller in Florida. The Officers
are interested in pursuing this and asked Russ to see what
kind of deal can be put together. The club is always in need of
riding cars and in this case, there is some historic value to this
equipment that use to run in Topsfield, MA back in the 1940's.
Our massive Hudson use to haul these riding cars.
Marc Arsenault, Jed Weare and Bob Huston have
graciously volunteered to give a 45 min. teaching session to
junior WLS members at 2pm, Saturday during the Annual
Meet. The planned subjects are: how steam engines work and
track work. This could be the beginning of some very exciting
programs that will be the catalyst for involving more members
and recruiting new and young members. We need more
experienced WLS members to come forward and volunteer in
this way. This leads the way for “each one teach one”.
Way to go guys!
Richard Antos of Dudley, MA has become our latest
Associate Member. He was sponsored by Ernie Gatzke.
Brian Cunningham showed a very realistic G scale tunnel
entrance made with real model size stone. Stones available
at: www.rrstoneworks.com

September Meeting
We had a very rainy day during our September meeting but that did not stop the usual group of meeting goers from
coming. Parts of New England were flooded that day due to
very heavy down pours. Superintendent Marc Arsenault was
not in attendance and Don Cornell gave the Maintenance
report. The big topic was the storm damage from Hurricane
Irene. It could have been much worse and WLS was more fortunate than other live steam clubs. Don reports that 4 trees
were severely damaged and 2 were removed. The other 2
are snagged amongst the adjacent trees and will be removed
during the following workdays. There was lots of windblown
debris along all the tracks. Other workday activities include
workshop clean up and maintenance to the gasoline powered
air compressor. The unit is operational and mounted on
wheels and has been hooked up to our existing air system for
a test. The work group was able to successfully charge
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our tank and it was determined that this will be very satisfactory during an emergency. The keys for the unit are located in
the maintenance shop next to the power box. Don Cornell has
asked for more volunteers to come out to help with the ongoing property cleanup, especially continued clean-up of storm
debris.
As many know, the Annual Meet did go on as scheduled, but was shortened due to the storm. Friday was our
nicest weather day and Saturday morning till early afternoon
remained reasonably dry. WLS only took in about 1/3 of the
expected revenue in this annual meet and the biggest let down
was the amount of donations received. The dinners on both
nights had fair attendance and broke even. President Jim
thanked all the workers for helping out during the event, especially the rapid work of taking down the tents on Saturday just
before the strong winds came in the afternoon. A pleasant
surprise donation of a handmade quilt came from Claudette
Gosselin which was raffled during the meet. This generated
$167.00, and the winner was Stephanie Abrams. Despite the
dismal weather, all had a great time and we received letters of
thanks from Carlton Ekdahl of New Hampshire and Gary
Polardy of Rhode Island. Both are new visitors to WLS and
they took the time to write thank you letters for the hospitality
received. We’re sure they’ll be back!
President Jim started off new business with a subject
that WLS is always deficient in: getting members to come to
workdays to pitch in. Jim noted that Dick Ball is at the track
every Saturday morning (before he goes to work) to assign
work duties to volunteers that may come in. It is sad to say
that just a couple of people have come in during this season.
Pres. Jim asked the meeting how we can better motivate
members to come in. There were suggestions that we follow
other nonprofit best practices of mandatory donation of member time or money. A member from Penn Live Steamers that
happened to be at our meeting noted that is was mandatory
for members to come to work days or lose there privilege of
running at PLS. The amount of time seemed high at roughly 5
hrs. per week. WLS would feel very fortunate if we can get 1-2
work days per year from individual members. It was suggested that more volunteers would come in if the level of work was
a bit more interesting (challenging) than just yard labor.
Another suggestion was to continue posting work chores on
the bulletin board in the Hilton and having a sign in sheet for
workers and duties accomplished. The names of workers will
be published in the Journal and website. VP Joe suggested
that we have formalize and schedule workdays on the club calendar along with the meet schedule. A tentative arrangement
will have 4 workdays comprised of: spring, mid-summer,
annual meet and late fall work sessions. Included in the formal workday will be hotdogs or coffee and donuts. Along with
this, a better way of member communication other than the
meetings and the newsletter need to be used. Maybe we can
encourage members to take greater advantage of email,Yahoo
Groups, our web page, or other web site forums like Chaski's
to make emergency workday announcements. President Jim
says he has a plan he has been working on and will be
presenting it in the upcoming October meeting regarding
workdays.
There was discussion on the past practice of leasing
club locomotive equipment and formalizing lease arrangements and if this will be continued in the future. President Jim
read a recap of incident reports compiled by VP Joe at the
Annual Meet, much involved safe practices. Needless to say,
there will be follow-up in these areas, but common sense
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should be the rule.
In new business in the maintenance area, Don
Cornell presented to the club a major problem that needs
addressing before the winter snow comes in. Seems the roof
of one of our storage containers needs some repairs. A proposal was made to construct a roof on top of the car container
using wood and asphalt material. The roof is planned to over
hang by about 4-5 feet covering the space between containers.
Its estimated cost for materials will be under $1300, labor is of
course free from the Wednesday work group. Timing of the
construction start is critical to take advantage of the mild
weather prior to snowfall. After some discussion, it was decided that it would be a better idea to span a roof across the container space and cover both containers. This approach
seemed to be the prudent one to avoid future problems. The
members voted to approve this maintenance project and not to
exceed the cost of $3,000.00.
For some future new business to think about, Dick
Boucher suggested that maybe we should think about an addition of a transfer table to the loading area to alleviate the congestion of moving heavy engines during peak times. This was
just a heads up to give members lots of time over the winter to
think up solutions to the on-going bottle neck in the loading
area. And speaking of bottlenecks, the new electric switch to
the passenger siding was well received to help reduce
congestion into the yard area.
We are pleased to have Chris Bourgeois of Clinton,
MA as our newest full member. He is sponsored by Jay Berry.
Gary Polardy of Providence, RI is our newest associate member and he is sponsored by Jim O'Brien. In the last 2 months,
7 high line engines and 2 groundline engines have been sold
at WLS. In addition, it was also noted that member Larry
Simoneau has successfully acquired a couple of more
VanBrocklin engines from Hawaii recently. Highline is very
much alive here! An announcement was made that Clark's
steam weekend is on the 17th-18th and Conway Scenic will be
running the 0-6-0 that
week as well. In addition,
the annual steamboat
meet at Lee's Mill will be
taking place in the coming
week. Joe Cardelle is
working on a smokebox for
one of his many 3/4” locomotives. We see a single
Mercer car truck brought in
for display. We wondered
where the other one was,
but it was mentioned that it
was the only one. Looks
like nice work.
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Is Anything Being Done?

By Pat Fahey
This is an open letter to the Editor of the Waushakum
Journal, dealing with members being the Last One Out.
This letter is going to deal with something that should be
handled by the club officers, because the club could be, and
is, at Risk!
Yes I will first deal with the individuals that run at the
track, either on a weekly basis or tri-weekly basis. How many
times have I posted on Yahoo Groups / Waushakum, on finding
either the compressor left running, doors left open, lights left
on, chain not put up, engine house left open? As for me, I
think too many times.
I have emailed, the club president, and his officers on
the matter, and have left it at that, hoping something would be
done. Now it is getting to the point if I should even brother; no
one seems to care. The officers have to find a way to fix the
problem because some members are leaving the club at risk
of someone getting hurt. That someone could be anybody
who takes a walk on our property from Karen Circle. What
good are the club cameras doing, if no one is taking the time
to look to find out why the last member out is not checking the
property before he or she leaves the club property.
The member that is the LAST ONE OUT (and the
club Does HAVE SIGNS showing on how) has to shut down
before you leave. These rules Are Not being FOLLOWED by
some members BECAUSE they ARE IN A HURRY TO LEAVE
the property! And this goes for the members, even if you do
not have an engine, you are responsible, for checking also.
What I would like too see done, by the Officers of the
club, is maybe something like this: Any MEMBER being the
LAST ONE OUT, LEAVING ANYTHING ON, AND NOT
CHECKING BEFORE HE OR SHE LEAVES THE PROPERTY,
have their names posted in the WLS Journal, in the engine
house, and inside the Hilton. Maybe doing this will embarrass
these individuals and they will start to be not in such a hurry to
leave the property without checking. This should be done on
the first offense.
As for the second offense, start by taking away club
keys, and maybe change one door code, say to the utility
shed. The officers of the club do have to face up to the fact
that something has to be done, dealing with this. I know that
the president of the club has a key to the camera box. But Jim
is not always at the track, maybe the president should appoint
another person just to check the tapes on a weekly basis?
Because it is happening too often and nothing is being done.
But the OLD saying goes, do not brother locking the
barn once the horse is gone. So far when someone tries to
break into the soda machines and we catch them in the act,
the cameras work great. Then the officers go into action, but
any member leaving property, leaving doors open, compressor
running, nothing happens.
What happens if someone gets into the engine house
and does damage. Because a door was left open, because of
a member. Or someone off of Karen Circle gets hurt playing
with the lifts because the compressor was not shut off and air
was not released from the line? Well how does Lawsuit sound!
Or go this route, the water is left on, and a line breaks, somewhere within the terminal, and runs for a few days. Oh the
club does not mind paying a good sized water bill?
I think the officers of the club have to look into this
and start correcting the individual, either by posting their
names, or taking away their keys, or a change in door codes.
Something has to be done.
The club has the cameras, which is a good idea.
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The cameras have shown that they do work, now let’s put the
cameras to work and start catching the members that are
leaving the club at risk.
OK what are the officers of Waushakum prepared to
do.... something has to be done.
The Editor wishes to thank Pat for his letter. All
members need to be responsible for safety and security at the
club. The Officers are always prepared to do something, but
the question is, will the membership support their suggestions
in the best interest of keeping security and safety at a high
level at our facility? Our stored engines are worth quite a bit
and there have been countless man hours spent on facility
improvements. You are right that there are shut down guidelines posted, but till the membership can collectively support
the officers in their quest for increased safety and security, this
and the posted guidelines may have to do:

We do talk to offenders and tell them to be more careful, but
we know more needs to be done. When the officers try to be
pro-active, are they imposing too many rules? Will this turn
into highschool debating or more threats, how about name
calling? The Editor feels that WLS has to really feel the pain
before the members will collectively act on safety and security.
Unfortunately, our actions will probably be too late, but I am
sure we will be better prepared for the next time. But the
question is, will there be a next time? You are right, one safety
incident can close the club. Usually, money is the remedy for
most legal disputes & personal injuries and perhaps money
should be the punishment for the offenders. A large fine could
be imposed, and if not paid by dues time, will terminate the
violator's membership. But, fines may not necessarily be the
answer to this problem, we just need to do better moving forward by being more diligent. We can only dodge the bullet so
many times. Let’s hear your proposals.

9th Annual Antique Car Meet
This year's Annual Antique Car Meet brought the
Mass Cruisers Auto Club of Massachusetts. This group features vintage automobiles that are 1950's and older. In addition, WLS also scheduled the meet to accommodate a visit
from the Big Train Operators’ annual convention that was held
in Boston this year.
The picture perfect day started with Pres. Jim (who
else) opening the facility at 6:30, followed closely by VP Joe.
By 9:45, groundline trains were ready for a day of passenger
hauling. On the groundline, Marc Arsenault with the help of
Ernie Gatzke ran the Charlton Engine. Bill Gagne ran his
Rock Island diesel and Dick Ball was ready with his newly
acquired Boston and Maine diesel switcher. We had 2 steamers for passenger service: Don Cornell ran his popular
Mummamae and groundline engineer John Kelly ran VP Joe's
American.
The highline had some activity with Sec. Ian's 1”
Manor, Jim Connors's 3/4” Mabel, John Kelly's 3/4” switcher,
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photo by Mike Raditz

Rich Jenkins's 3/4” Atlantic and VP Joe's 1” Mikado which did
the majority of the highline passenger rides.

photo by Mike Raditz

The engineer riders were thrilled at the opportunity to
run an engine on the inner loop of the groundline. We had 20
filled out waiver forms from the participants. This was made
possible with the very generous help from Sheila & Roger

photo by Mike Raditz

photo by Arthur Butler

The Mass Cruisers Auto Club arrived at 10AM with a
procession of about 15 highly polished 50's era cars. Pres.
Jim coordinated this event. The BTO group arrived at 10:45, a
bit late due to blueberry picking traffic from nearby farms and
also a wrong turn by the bus driver. The BTO effort was coordinated by VP Joe that was initiated close to a year ago.
Planned visits require many months of preparation and countless emails and write-ups beforehand. The BTO visitors were
given a 2 page WLS orientation flyer which was part of their
convention goodie bag when they arrived at the hotel. This
way they would be prepared for the day's visit. Jim Abrams
and Joe Ng met the bus at Arthur St. in case the bus had to
park on the circle due to low clearance. We had plenty of bug
spray on hand in case we had to walk in. Luckily this wasn't
the case and we drove in, VP Joe gave the short welcome talk
and conducted the engineer ride raffle. Only people over 18
y.o. can participate in this and all had to sign a waiver. Not to
leave the younger folks out of the fun, VP Joe planned steam
up demos and highline rides for them.

Austin, Dick Boucher and John Kelly running Joe's American
steamer. Jim Abrams and Gerry Barton coordinated a line of
engineers waiting at the pedestrian crosswalk with signed
waivers for their chance at the throttle. Pat Fahey kept the
engine traffic moving and spaced apart on the inner loop and
made sure vehicles were not blocking parking lot access. All
the guest engineers were excited to have this experience, and
it is easy to see that this can generate active support for the
hobby. Highline spectators that had the opportunity to get a
ride were equally thrilled to ride on one of the nicest highlines
in the country. VP Joe had a chance to offer rides and engineer opportunities to long time WLS members that never rode
the highline. In addition, many WLS members have never had
the chance to experience being an engineer on the groundline.
Can this be a WLS missed opportunity to generate more
active member participation for the club?
Jim McGrath and Dave Remington manned the shirt
table and reports that the sales were moderate for the day.
Pres. Jim along with our track expert Bob Newcombe manned
the grill with plenty of cooktent help from Pam O'Brien, Tony &
Bobbie Jo Raiano and Nancy Lundy. There was a nice assortment of machine tools/equipment for sale at the swap table
area brought in by Art Downer along with items for sale from
Bob Huston's Brass Caboose. Dick Boucher is showing some
excellent progress from his Monday group building session at
his home machine shop. The chassis turnover device shown
in photos looks like a nice winter build project that won't be
too intense.
The meet was small in comparison to past car meets,
but it was a manageable size with the limited amount of help
that we had available. Maybe some reasons for the lowered
attendance was the change to a Saturday event, and not having it listed as one of the events on the club's website. All passengers and engineers had a great time. For many, this was a
unique visit and a chance to experience steam operation.
Group visits from a captive audience seem to do very well.
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2012 Dues are will be due soon!
Please fill out the coupon and submit with your payment to our Treasurer. Be sure to check the box for receiving your future
Journal by email. Members that would like a paper copy by U.S. mail should check off the appropriate box and add $15.00 to their
usual annual payment. Membership cards will only be issued if you are current with dues/rental payments. Entry codes to facility
buildings will be changed this spring and your code will appear on your 2012 membership card. The WLS Journal will be sent by
email to all members with an email address. And, as usual, tax deductible contributions are always welcomed at WLS!
cut here

2012 Waushakum Live Steamers Annual Payment Coupon
Name

Annual
Dues

Street

Engine House
Rental

City, State, Zip

Paper WLS
Journal

Email

Contribution

Telephone (Land line and Cell)

In the future, please send newsletter by email

Full $100.00

Affiliate 15.00

Life

Engine House Rental 50.00

Junior 15.00

Associate 50.00

Honorary

Paper copy of WLS Journal 15.00

Please make check payable to:
Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
Dues are due by January 31, 2012
Total
Enclosed
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How far we have gone in the past 16 years
In going through some old Modeltec magazines, we came across some WLS club news that may be of some interest, especially to newer members. The time flies and we have gone so far in the relatively short amount of time here at Arthur St.

How have you contributed to Waushakum recently?

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê
êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê
Reminder - October 13th Club meeting held at Hobo Hilton, at the track.
Nov. - Apr. Club meeting held at the Holliston Historic Society (across from the police station)
cut here

Dues payment, Engine House rental and WLS member information coupon
is on the reverse side. Please mail back with payment (if applicable) to:

Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
P.O. Box 6034
Holliston, MA 01746
Attn: Jim Abrams, WLS Treasurer
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41st Annual Meet
The Annual Meet brought a lower than usual amount
of activity due to Hurricane Irene hitting right at the time of our
meet. The Annual Dinner took place at WLS's favorite spot,
the Coachmen's Lodge during a rainy Thursday evening with
the usual fare. About 55 members, friends and guests attended. The guest speaker was Scott Conti from the Providence
and Worcestor Railroad. Mr. Conti rose from the ranks in the
railroad industry to become president of the Providence and
Worcestor railroad. He spoke about the growth of the railroad
and its many challenges.
Friday was a big day at the track, most likely due in
part to the beautiful weather just prior to Hurricane Irene's
arrival. There was a ton of live steam action on the highline
with over a dozen engines running out of the 20+ highline
engines present at the meet. We were pleased to see a
number of live steam visitors from Canada. Mark Toth from
London, Ontario traveled the furthest to attend out meet

making a 10 hour drive. His home club is Golden Triangle Live
Steam. Mark ran a pair of battery powered 3/4” scale F diesel
locomotives that are a John Hudak (NE Ohio Live Steamers)
design. Mark tells us that this is a work in progress that he
is building for his wife to operate while he is steaming on
the highline.
We had a full parking lot during Friday with a pretty
good crowd and train rides were given on the groundline to
about 200+ attendees. The running went into the evening and
members had a potluck dinner in the cook tent.
Saturday offered a good opportunity for running in the
earlier part of the day before the rains arrived. The lot filled up
fast and we had a large crowd of attendees, as many as 300.
The line at the station for rides was constant throughout the
afternoon, even during the rain. Our groundline engineers and
engines were: Don Cornell on Mummamae, Fr. Jay on his
Nasonville Consolidation hauling 3 brand new Mountain Car
Co. riding cars, Jay Berry on his CP diesel, Marc Arsenault on
the Charlton engine and Paulo Roffo with his diesel switcher.
The swap table area showed a lot of activity with tools, artwork, live steam projects and parts offered. Quite a few
engines were offered and they were priced to sell. A very
nicely built 7.25” inch gauge chassis of a Martin Evans Dart
was offered for sale by Carlton Ekdahl from Mancester, NH.
Looks like the workmanship is nicely done and model makers
bolts were used throughout. The chassis looks complete
enough to be on air. WLS even generated some new membership applications and numerous interest in the club. In
attendance, we had 20+ highline engines and 28+ on the
groundline; 60% of the engines were live steam.
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We were pleased to see Pete Petersen attend our
event. Pete was a past WLS president for many years back at
the Norfolk St. facility. We hope to have him be a more regular
attendee at the track.
At 2pm, the rain started to pick up and while we had
the help available, Pres. Jim had the tents removed and put
away due to the storm. Quick action by many volunteers led
by the Wednesday work guys got this done just in time. Some
visitors even asked why we were in such a hurry to stow the
tents and the obvious answer was we did not want them to get
wet. Meanwhile, at this time, a steam introduction talk was
offered in the Hilton by Jed Weare and Marc Arsenault. The
attendees were mostly junior members and people that never
had exposure to live steam. The first wave of heavy rain
started after 3 PM and it poured into the late afternoon.

The planned Saturday night ham and bean dinner
went on as scheduled. 67 People attended. The dinner was
moved into the Hilton and its front porch. The heavy rains did
not dampen the WLS spirit and the food was great thanks to
Pam O'Brien and all the helpful volunteers of the day at the
cook tent.
Ken Chenard organized the meet workers this year
and we had a number of dedicated WLS members sign up for
the much needed help for the meet. The Wednesday workday
prior to the meet brought a good amount of volunteers to get
the place ready. It was reported that we had as many 20

volunteers come to the organized workday.
Sunday brought wind and rain as Irene was making
her way north through New England. There was no activity at
the track.
The Monday after the storm brought a number of
postings on the net with regard to the (relatively little) storm
damage at the track. There were numerous downed branches
and loads of wind blown debris making it look like an intensive
after-winter spring cleanup. There were a few trees that were

Waushakum Journal
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battered by the wind and Superintendent Marc has a plan to
take them down. A large branch blocked the highline and
groundline and that was removed on the Wednesday after
the storm by our industrious work crew. In the days after,
Dick Ball and Dave Remington did a great clean up job with
rakes and leaf blowers to clear both the highline and groundline for an anticipated Labor day Sunday run.

Dick Ball and John Kelly are busy changing a water glass on
the club Hudson. An earlier hydro test failed due to the leaking glass. Subsequent hydro was done to 150 psi with the
safeties releasing at 95 and100 psi. Younger members are
observing the maintenance work.
Jay Berry is posing with a clean machine. Jay declined to say
how many hours he put into the club’s Allen Ten Wheeler. The
effort took almost 2 years. Can’t wait to report on the steam-up.

Bob Mitchell is making an attempt at running a club switcher.
He did get it running and the engine does need some work.

Our shirt table did pretty well considering the shortened meet.
Claudette Gosselin and Nancy Hubbard run the successful
table every year. They had help from Donna Latino and
Kathy Landry.

Joe Cardelle is busy at the swap table showing a Northern
chassis to very curious on-lookers.

And yes... it poured starting Saturday afternoon. Bob Mitchell
on Jay & Dick Graham’s CP diesel makes one of the last runs
of the day.

Waushakum Journal
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Hurricane Irene Storm Damage
We were very fortunate that the track was not hit as
hard as other parts of the Northeast. Superintendent Marc
reports that there were 4 trees that were battered and twisted
by the high winds. There was just a lot of branches blown
across the tracks but fortunately no damage to the structures
or the track. All photos by Marc Arsenault.

Dick Ball is standing in the right spot as this tree is hung up in
the adjacent trees. This is next to the highline heading under
Butler Bridge. The highline is to the right side.

Art Downer is waiting for extra help to assist in limb removal.
This is heading into Newcombe Junction on the highline.

Dick Ball is next to a big oak that is split length wise almost to
the top. This twisted tree is located at the tunnel entrance and
is hung up by upper branches of adjacent trees. This will be
carefully taken down by our Wednesday crew.

This is typical of the debris strewn across the tracks throughout the property after the storm. above

The clean up begins! The Wednesday work group did not
waste anytime clearing the tracks. They got the track ready for
the following weekend’s Sunday run during Labor Day. right

Waushakum Journal
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A Letter and article from our dear friend
It’s been just over a year since our dear friend Jim Stuart
passed away. It was always a pleasure to see him at the track, often
with Tom Thumb and Bill Shields. In looking through files for articles,
we came across this letter and the following article from Jim:

The old Norfolk Street track was a pleasant place to
watch live steam action. One day, I was watching a man
running a very nice one inch Atlantic. The tender was
unpainted brass. I thought to myself, where have I seen that
engine before?
The man running the engine turned out to be
Jonathan Leiby. Later he told me that the Atlantic had
come from the Rochester, New York area. Then things
began to click.
During the nineteen seventies, Harold Crouch and I
worked at Six Penn Center for Penn Central. I used to get
permission to park in the building basement on Fridays. At
five, Harold and I would be off to the Finger Lakes track for
the weekend.
Ah, yes – there was that pretty Atlantic with the
brass tender that I had seen later at Norfolk St. Carl Chase
was the builder, the engine had never been fired up. Carl
asked me to assist him in firing up. When the safety popped,
he was all set to run. Down the lead he went about 100 feet
and stopped. The engine had stalled, I could move the rods,
but not the piston rods. Carl told me he had made the pistons from aluminum with only ,001” clearance. They had
expanded and seized in the cylinders. After the engine
cooled down, we were able to move it ok.

October 2011
course, either an 0-6-0 or 0-4-0. These engines were more
than likely surplus from one of the major railroads, either B&A
or New Haven or B&M.
Well anyway back to the story, years ago, just after I
got my drivers license (now I am going to date myself here; in
1967) Dickie and I would go out rail fanning around the area.
Well, one day Dickie said to me, how would you like to see
something dealing with Steam, not too far from the house, and
right in Milford? OK let's go, and where is it? He said go up
route 85, towards Hopkinton, and I will tell you where to stop.
So heading up route 85 we crossed the Hopkinton branch, and
just as we were coming to the town line, Dickie said OK stop
the car. So I pulled over once I found a spot. So we both got
out the car and we started walking up the branch that led to
the quarry. Once we got there, you could see in some places
the rails were still in place . Also there were still a few buildings still standing. We went inside one of the buildings and all
the machines which were Steam driven, were all still there.
What I mean here is, there were belts leading to each of the
engines. All they needed was just the power of Steam, to
make them run again. They looked like they could be running
without too much effort. At that time the only camera I had
was a Polaroid One Step, I took some photos, but they were
all a little dark, but I did capture a little something.
Sitting outside the main Steam building was a boiler
shell from one of the Steam locomotives that someone had
already started scrapping. So how long before the rest of the
equipment would go? So we took our pictures, and left. A
month or so later we both took another trip back up to the
quarry and it was all gone. Sadly, the building was torn down,
the derrick was gone, along with the steam engines etc. No
one cared or even realized what they had, all the scrapper saw
was just how much he could get per ton.
So that’s the story of Fletcher’s quarry. Today the
branch is all blocked off and there is a gate stopping kids from
bringing stolen cars up to the quarry. And as for the cutting
sheds, all that remains are the granite foundations. Today the
old rail bed is slowly becoming a “rail to trail”.

Milford Fletcher’s Quarry By Pat Fahey
Milford, Mass was well known for making shoes and
hats, but it was also known for Pink Granite. Milford had a few
quarries located within the town, on route 16 and route 85. The
granite industry played a major role in keeping the local people
employed. In fact, one of the quarries in town was owned by
the Boston & Albany Railroad and located on route 16 not too
far from my house in town.
Well this story is going to be about Fletcher’s quarry,
which was located on route 85, going towards Hopkinton,
Mass. The quarry was served by the New Haven Railroad,
Hopkinton branch. The railroad had a siding located at the
cutting sheds just south of the branch leading up to the quarry.
The branch was about one mile long, from the New Haven railroad siding. The quarry did have its own locomotive, Steam of

Think Safety!
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Image from: Boston Public Library, Oct 10, 1889

Wear Your
Safety Glasses!
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Around the Track

Why is John smiling? He’s is the new owner of one of the
many 3/4” scale engines that were sold at WLS recently. John
is running a Mikado, a real beauty! Many engines were priced
to sell! How do you know about engines for sale? Come to the
meetings to get the latest news. Engines move quickly, by the
time we try to list them in the next Journal, engines are long
gone. One engine sold in minutes at the meeting.

Steaming bays, sidings and switches will have an identification
number to aid in maintenance/service.

Jay is shaking down the Club’s Allen Ten Wheeler. Good thing
we got pictures earlier in the week when it was sparkling clean
from the new paint

Henry has completed some groundline steam training during
a very quiet Sunday run day. He had the whole ground line to
himself, which is not unusual. We also want to congratulate
Henry on the birth of a brand new baby girl in August!

Andy Brauer, Pat and Prez perform a sucessful hydro on Al
Hubbard’s Pennsy Pacific. Andy is the new owner. Joe did
the pumping and is taking the picture. Engine runs great,
one of the nicest sounding whistles on a small engine!

Daniel Temple with is new groundline electric.
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Tree Cutting from Hurricane Irene Damage
It was a very warm and exhausting day at the club on
Wednesday 9/14, probably one of the last summer days left in
the season. The Wednesday crew successfully took down the
two leaning trees out back without track damage. This was
not an easy task and the trees came down hard. It took a 20
ton winch with a 5 ft pipe handle to do it. The oak by the
tunnel has been delimbed with the trunk remaining on the
ground. The pine by the highline will be left were it fell for
now, and will be tended to in cooler weather. As of this
Wednesday, the track still has some small stuff on it, hopefully
some workers on Saturday can use the leaf blowers and rakes
to clear the track properly.

Roger Austin, Marc Arsenault and Art Downer next to some
nice fire wood.

2011 Neighborhood Meet

Bob Delisle, Don Cornell and Dick Ball will leave the pine tree
for a cooler day. Dick is an expert at tree cutting as this was
his job years ago.

New Research Assistant at the
Smithsonian
John Kelly is working
at the Smithsonian this Fall
season. In addition to the
actual archival research at the
museum, John’s supervisor,
the curator for the transportation section, said that he could
clean the museum's big rail
equipment, which of course
entails climbing all over them.
John is working with the
famous Southern #1401.

President Jim handed out 80+ invitations to our
neighbors to join us for the Annual Neighborhood Appreciation
meet. Our neighbors attended between 10am-3pm and we
had a good assortment of engines on hand with plenty of rides
and engine demonstrations. The annual goodwill gesture is
always a big hit and shows that WLS is an important part in
the community. The neighbors sure enjoyed the day. Pres.
Jim, Kent Larsen and Bobbie Jo Raiano did a great job
organizing and manning the cooktent area, serving hundreds
of burgers and hotdogs, all free!

Waushakum Journal

For SALE

Martin Evans Dart project. 7.25” gauge 1.5”
scale 0-4-2T. Plans and magazine build article included, lots of
model makers bolts used in build, other extras in pictures.
Reasonable offers invited. For more information, contact:
Carlton Ekdahl, Manchester, NH carlton4243@comcast.net
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WLS Journal delivery for 2012
We are planning to deliver future Journals by email.
If you have an email address on the club roster, your Journal
will be sent to that email address starting with the April, 2012
issue. The Journal is making an advance announcement of
this after discussions on cost saving measures at the July
monthly meeting. Members were very receptive to saving
costs by having email delivery and hard copy availability by
US mail with an additional yearly cost to members that elect
that option. The motion was tabled only to have the estimated
yearly individual member cost to be finalized. It is expected to
be $15.00 per year/member to have the Journal mailed to you.
If you want the mailed version of the newsletter, complete the
new dues payment coupon that will have a checkbox for the
additional cost to be sent in along with your dues/rental/donation payment. The January, 2012 issue of the Journal will be
the last mass mailed version.
WLS has to face this cost and labor saving measure
since early Journals have grown from 4 pages to 16 pages
currently, and first class postage has risen from .18 to .64 for
USA and $1.00 for Canada. The cost of reproduction has
increased by 3 times.
The Journal is posted online in full color at:
http://www.waushakumlivesteamers.org/
The electronic version of the Journal is usually 4-7Mb.

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê
2011 Calendar of WLS Events

For SALE

Professionally Built 7.25” gauge 1.6” scale 4-8-2
coal fired steam engine with centipede tender. Engine (1 of 2)
built by Moe’s Locomotive Works in 2004 using original prints
from Baldwin Locomotive Works (prototype 1941 Boston &
Maine). Copper tubes, superscale injector, 3 superscale relief
valves (nominal 125# operating pressure), axle pump, 2
pilot mounted steam water pumps (MLW operating version of
Westinghouse 2 Stage air pumps ), steam engine brakes,
steam vacuum ejector for train brakes, steel drivers, ball bearing on main axles, B&M tuned 2”dia 15” long brass Rizzoli 4
chime whistle. Additional still pictures on Moe’s Locomotive
Works, Steaming Priest and Waushakum web sites. Engine
closely replicates 4-8-2 class for Lehiegh and Hudson River
engines delivered in 1944 and similar to earlier B&M engines
purchased by B&O in 1947. Asking $56,000.00.
Delivery can be negotiated.
Chris Colby (401) 261-3403 or BMRR@comcast.net

October Club Meeting
October 13
Harold Crouch Memorial Fall Blow-down Meet
October 16
(No food, soda only)
November Club Meeting
November 10
December Club Meeting
December 8
Note:
May - Oct. meeting held at Hobo Hilton, at the track.
Nov. - Apr. Club meeting held at the Holliston Historic
Society (across from the police station)

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê
Track Visitor
Pat Fahey reported that Stan Barclay, Jr. came to our
track for a visit on Saturday 9/17. Stan wanted to see the
club’s Joy Town Hudson. As many may know, that engine
was donated to WLS by the Charlton RR a few years back.
Prior to Charlton’s ownership, the engine belonged to Stan
Barclay in the 70’s to early 80’s. Stan (Sr.) use to run the
engine at local fairs with a portable track in the neighboring
town centers for all to enjoy. Some of Stan’s helpers were
WLS members Bob Dustin, Kent Larsen, and Pete Petersen.
Check it out on youtube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/training462?fea
ture=mhee#p/u/20/n6EqqumRN9M

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê

The Journal wants
your article for the
January 2012
Newsletter!
Send in your pictures, news,
construction articles, and
show & meet reviews!
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Saturday morning at the Annual Meet and all is still dry. We had a good size crowd on Friday and Saturday morning with plenty of
rides and engines on display.
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